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Abstract
Retailing is the largest industry in the word. It is also india is largest industry
accounting for over 10% of the country’s GDP and around 8% of the employment. Customer
relationship management is an Growing up tool that enables marketers to maintain their
presence in the dynamic marketing environment .in this city like trichy those organized retail
store and firms concentrating and targeting the consumer from the different segments like
rural, urban, low, middle and high income segments etc. The reaserch paper attempts to
evaluate the CRM practices of the retail stores in trichy city. CRM is highly exercised in the
industry like service industry etc. But CRM is having equal importance in the retail industry.
Then the result of the research paper shows that the customers don’t take a single second
when it comes to change the preference and break the loyalty for an organization. in such a
situation in the CRM of the organization which will compel the customers to visit the retail
outlet again and more times.
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INTRODUCTION
Once upon a time the business are world was war. Then next focus has been shifted from
product oriented strategy to customer strategy. Now company economics are competing for
customers. Now retail marketing rising in world. Retailing is not only an important aspect of
the economic structure but it is a part of our lives. Though trading of commodity has been in
existence since the older days. Retailing is only in the recent past that the buying and selling
of goods have become more dominated activity. In fact today retailing is evolving into a
global high tech business in world.
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RETAIL INDUSTRY SCENARIO IN INDIA
Now India retailing industry is one of the fasted growing in the world. Retailing
industry reached to Rs 66.39 lakh crores in 2019 and expected to reachable Rs 76.87 lakh
crores by 2020. India is fifth large retailer in the world. India is among the high in the world
in terms of per capita retailing availability. India is retail sector is higher experiencing
growth. Retailing development is place not just in higher cities and metros. Also in layer II
and layer III cities. India ranked by 77 placed in the world in retailing. Now Indian people are
go to online retailing in a big way.
India is expected to third place in retailing consumer economy by 2025. Then increasing
participation from foreign and private investors has given a boost to Indian retail industry.
India price strategy and competitiveness attracts large investors to use as sourcing based in
retailing.

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
DEFINITION
According to Gartner CRM is a business strategy designed to optimise profitability revenue
and customer satisfaction.
According to Parvatiyar and sheth, CRM is a competitive strategy and process of acquiring,
reacting, and partnering with selective customer to create superior value for the company and
the customer.
CRM is a combination of policy, Process, and strategy implemented by an organization to
individual customer interactions and provide a means to track customer information. It is
involve the use of technology in attract the new profitable customer. while form tighter bond
with existing one customer relationship management is an growing up tool that activating
marketers to maintain their presence in the change environment. Customer relationship
management is high on the corporate events. The recent research carried out by business
intelligence reveals that six out of ten company have already started out on the CRM
journey.CRM need a deep understanding of the customer expectations attitude and behaviour
through a good organized and maintained customer database and curious customer strategies.
The goal of CRM is to confident customer satisfaction and pleasure at every level of interface
with the company.

CRM IN ORGANIZED RETAIL SECTOR
Products are easy way of copy and services are hard way of copy but the relationship that a
customer has with or his supplier is nearly impossible to re produce. It is increase profitability
of the retail business in five ways.




Customer loyalty translate the reduced price competition
Customer information allows the company to target profitable customers.
Predict buying patterns lower inventory holding costs, collapse and distribution costs.
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Customer loyalty reduces advertising & marketing costs
Customer loyalty extend the product life cycle

ROLE OF CRM IN RETAIL BUSINESS:
CRM is pivotal to today’s retail business; it helps retailers in retaining old customers,
attracting new customers and increasing the visit of their customers. There are many benefits,
both for retailers and customers, that can be achieve by implementing the CRM program.
Organizational benefits can more be sub classified as under:
CUSTOMERS:
CRM helps organization to understand their customers. Through CRM organization,
maintain the basic information of the customers including their demographic and socio
economic profile. Their Purchase history, buying pattern, buying behaviour, buying cycle and
product or service preferences are captured. This information help the organizations to
segment them and accordingly products or services are customized leading to customer
satisfaction and improves the customer loyalty towards the retailer, brand, product or
services. These loyal customers upon getting excellent services continue their patronage on
organization by visiting more and buying more. CRM also helps in attracting new customers
with potential to buy. This way organization earns more happy and repeat customers – the
end objective of any business.
MARKETING, ADVERTISING AND LOYALTY FUNCTION:
Revenue maximization and cost control are the two main mantra for any successful
business. Customers are the source of revenue and getting them in store is a cost, thus retailer
focuses on getting the right customer who can help them in achieving the objective of
revenue maximization. CRM supports Marketing and loyalty functions in identifying,
attracting and retaining high potential & high lifetime value customers whose association
bring value to business. Through CRM, marketing and loyalty function achieve the objective
of their existence ie. Retaining existing customers, attracting new customers, increasing
customer footfalls and number of visit to stores. Incentivizing potential customers to improve
visit and buy more becomes the integral part of CRM program.
CRM, by providing appropriate customer data, purchase history and buying
preferences of customers to Marketing function, enable it to plan and execute effective
promotions and campaigns for target audience to boost sales. CRM also highlights the most
appropriate, Impactful and accepted mode of communication with loyal customers, that may
include all or any one like SMS, e-mail, personal call, Newspaper, leaflet, hoarding or social
media. Through CRM, marketing and loyalty function measures the performance of any
event, promotion or communication by monitoring number of repeat customers, increase
sales, movement of average selling price, and number of promotional units sold, over all units
per bill per customer etc. Data captured in each event helps retailer in getting more and better
customer insights. Clarity on customer expectation helps business rationalize product
assortment, and correct pricing apart from streamlining all the functions and improving
service standard that enhance customer experience. Many retailers use CRM data to
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Customize and Personalize products that best suits to their loyal customers, a step towards
further strengthen the bond with them.
IMPROVING PROFITABILITY:
Availability of the right product at right price and right time to the right customer
determines the success of any retail business. Through purchase tracking part of CRM
solution, retailer gets clear visibility of what products, at what price, are acceptable to
customers of different region, giving clear actionable to retailer.
Pruning the assortment based on CRM analytics, helps retailers to optimize quality and
quantity of inventory that improves rate of sale and in turn improves the inventory turns – one
of the key performance indicator for business. The other outcome of this action is more free
space for introducing new range of merchandise or more profitable assortment. Loyal
customers who are part of CRM or loyalty program and are associated with business for long,
are usually more open for trying the new assortment and are less susceptible to price
competition and further support business by continuous buying and helps in improving
bottom-line. Customer’s lifetime value can also be ascertained through CRM and so is the
product life cycle that helps organization to focus on more profitable potential customers,
cross sale and up sale them. Organizational profit is resultant of all these factors. Proper
implementation and monitoring of CRM program helps in improving the overall revenue of
the organization and business performance.
OVER ALL ORGANIZATION PROCESSES:
CRM is a thought process that flows form the top management to the last level of the
organization. Successful implementation of CRM requires acceptance from and alignment
between all functions. CRM improves the communication between various departments like
Sales, Marketing, Store operations, Human resources, production, supply chain and
distribution and IT. It brings harmony among all functions by providing uniform data to
whole organization. It encourages brainstorming process in organization to understand what
customer likes and how to improve the process, eradicating the weak links from any process,
product or services.
Customer services at all levels shows dramatic improvement with focused approach
and faster reaction and response time. CRM synchronizes all the channels of sales and helps
organization to arrive at common Omni channel strategy leveraging what big data offers.
CRM encourages organization to change the focus form only top line or bottom line to bring
improvement in internal systems & processes, keeping eye on external changes, facilitates
organizational change management, and improves the overall business performance.
BENEFIT TO CUSTOMERS:
CRM is a mutually beneficial process for both customer and organization. Like
organization customer too gets benefit from CRM process. Customers through CRM share
their expectation with organization for product or services and it is fulfilled too in terms of
getting right product at right price. Many retailers introduce new products range basis
feedback received from customers. CRM helps customers getting the personalized and
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customized products, services and after sales services as well. Improved response time is
what customer look forward and CRM fulfil this too.
Retailers plan promotions, discounts, best deals for their loyal customers based on the
information received through CRM or loyalty program data. Most of the fashion retailers plan
Special events for their loyal customers or exclusive preview during end of season sale. Loyal
Customers gets extra points on every purchase, tier offers, parking reimbursement, free home
delivery, special billing counters and most importantly personal attention from store team.
One of the new fast catching concept is Personal Shopper and this service is available only
for loyal customers, so they can book an appointment and one of the senior sales team
member is available to assist them during shopping. Improved customer services, faster
response time, special personalized services on regular basis, integrated multichannel
purchase offer and access to right information at right time are some of the other benefit to
the customer.
STRATEGIES THAT RETAILERS CAN BUILD TO LEVERAGE CRM:
Data abundance sometime works as bane to organization if not utilized properly. CRM
offers huge data of customers including personal characteristics, income, spending habit,
lifestyle, preferences and social media activity etc. Proper analysis and interpretation of data
enables an organization to use it effectively for tangible gains. If utilized properly, data
provides complete information of customers, set benchmark for sales team, measure
performance of various marketing and promotional campaign, predict trends and provide a
platform for customer services. Some of the strategies that retailer can use to leverage CRM
are highlighted as under:
IMPROVED MARKETING ROI BY CUSTOMER SEGMENTATION:
Stemming reports from the information available through CRM can help in
instituting a correlation between specific criterions, buying behavior, products, and
receptiveness to certain marketing activities. When recognized accurately, companies
channelize proper marketing resources towards it and ascertain customer’s need, which for
obvious reason will improve the ROI.
UP SELL MOST PROFITABLE CUSTOMERS:
with help of CRM organization can work out cost per customer that is calculated basis
marketing expenses and customer services cost weighed against how much customer spend in
store. Pareto Principle of 80:20 holds true for retail as well, where 80 percent sales comes
from top 20 percent customers. Combined data i.e. cost per Customer and top 20 percent
customers helps organization to define how much resources to be employed per customers to
optimize resources and maximize sales.
IMPROVE IN-STORE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE:
CRM solution provides the information about customer demographics, number of visit,
spending pattern, buying pattern, and most purchased merchandise both in value and in
quantity. All these benefit organization to plan merchandise, promotion, layout and
placement that makes more interactive with customers and reduces check out time thereby
improving overall
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shopping experience. It definitely encourages customers for increased visit and spreading
positive about store and remain loyal to business.
UNIFY CUSTOMER ACROSS ALL CHANNELS:
With adequate and complete information about customer and their purchases, timely
resolution of any issue becomes more likely. Customer even when redirected to next level for
escalation, faces less issues as all the information is already available. This improves the
overall service index.
IDENTIFY WEAK LINKS:
Merchandise return from customers always identifies weakness of the product in terms
of quality, usability / functionality or poor performance. This help the organization to remove
such merchandise from shelf and also using the same data can highlight the feature benefit
analysis (FAB) and inform customers to get the best outcome and highlight conditions when
product performance sub optimally. This can reduce a lot of unhappy customers and their
feedback.
RETRIEVE LOST DEALS WITH NEW ENGAGEMENT:
It is easy to hold any old customer then to acquire new one. At times customer do not
visit stores or sometimes deal does not materialize and organization have the details of such
potential customer. With help of CRM a reminder message or mail having customized
Personalized offer for customers, can be send. This may bring back such customers to store.

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY:
 To study the Customer Relationship Management (CRM) in organized retail sectors
in Trichy.
 To study the customer awareness and purchasing pattern by organized retailing to
consolidate their CRM strategies.
 To study the customers satisfaction level in the organized retail sectors.
 To study the customer loyalty towards organized retail sectors.
 To study the customers opinion on initial strategies, maintenance strategies,
technology, service satisfaction and its impact of CRM

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Pawan Gupta (2020) say the most important drivers of retailing business is consumer. So
organization is very clear to retain loyal customer.
Rouse Margaret (2019) defines CRM as Customer Relationship Management is the
combination of various strategies, Practices and technology that are being used by an
organization to analyse the customer data collected through various interactions and
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effectively used to manage the customers throughout the life cycle of customer with an
objective of increasing the customer services at various levels, improving relationship with
customers. This also aims at retaining the existing customers and win new customers through
them, which will add to the sales and profit for the organization.
Fiffy Joseph (2016) the entry of multiple corporate groups in the Indian retail sector over
years, the retailing business has become fiercely competitive and dynamic. It is thrown a
serious challenge to the managers of organized retail sector to retain their existing customers
and develop loyalty. So CRM is most useful aspect of organization.
Milovic Boris (2012) opined that CRM works best when the organization consider key points
of how to deal with customers by understanding them better. CRM is a strategy aimed at
maximizing the lifetime value of the customers instead of product or services. Increased
revenue, increased customer satisfaction, minimize customer service and sales cost are few
goals that organization try to achieve through CRM.
J.M.Badiyani (2009) study reveals that customers is the uncrowned king of the retail
business and consumer satisfaction has thus become the utmost important for any business.
Every firm has a goal of wealth maximization. Where Customer Loyalty plays an important
part. A satisfied customer loyal and dissatisfied customer moves to another vendor. It is also
observed that there is a direct connection between customer satisfaction and loyalty, he
further states that there is a significant difference in the observed satisfaction among the
respondents of different age groups.

Bob Thomson (2007) founder of CRM guru to say that Customer relationship management
(CRM) is a business strategy to select and manage the most valuable customer relationships.
CRM requires a customer-centred business philosophy and culture to support effective
marketing, sale, and service process. CRM request can enable effective customer relationship
management, provided that an organization has the right leadership, strategy, and culture.
RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS
The main focus of the study in customer relationship management (CRM) practices in
organised retail sectors. Then customer awareness, purchasing pattern, customer satisfaction
level, customer loyalty, and strategy.
METHODOLOGY
On the basis of hypothesis, we made a descriptive analysis by collecting a large number of
information related to the target population, allowing us to validate or reject the research
hypothesis.
STUDY AREA
My study area is Thiruchirapalli district. In Trichy area has large number of organized retail
store available.
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SAMPLING TECHNIQUE
Convenient Sampling Method is adopted to collect the primary data. The respondents for the
purpose of the study are selected systematically.

QUESTIONAIRE
Consumers data are collected and analysed using appropriate statistical methods, identify
major factors customer relationship management with customer awareness, purchasing
pattern, customer satisfaction, customer loyalty and strategy.

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
The study on the customer relationship management (CRM) practices in organized retail
sector. The study on customer awareness and purchasing pattern and customer satisfaction
level and customer loyalty and strategy
DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS
Participants
Gender
Age

Education

Occupation

Marital Status
Living Area
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Range
Male
Female
Below 20
21-30
31-40
41-50
Above 50
HSC
Degree
Diploma
Post Degree
Others
Business
Govt Employee
Private Employee
Students
Other
Married
Un Married
Urban
Rural

No Of Respondents
75
75
18
61
37
18
16
22
47
29
39
13
21
36
48
29
16
82
68
118
32

75

% Of Respondents
50
50
12
41
25
12
10
15
31
19
26
9
14
24
32
19
11
55
45
79
21
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From the table show that male and female are same positive respondent in customer
awareness and purchasing pattern. Then 30-40 age respondent in most positive respondent
from the store. Most of the positive respondent qualification in degree holders. Then most of
the positive respondent occupation are private employee. Then most positive respondent are
married in 55% .Then most of positive respondent are urban area customers.
CUSTOMER AWARENESS AND PURCHASING PATTERN
S. No
Aware the store
Respondents
Percentage %
1
Friends & Relatives
47
31
2
Notice/ Leaflet
24
16
3
Advertisement
60
40
4
Gift coupons
19
13
Total
150
100
From the table show that the most of the positive respondents are awareness and purchasing
pattern in advertisement source. Then 40% people are awareness in advertisement.
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION LEVEL TOWARD RETAILERS
S. No
1
2
3
4
5
Total

Customer satisfaction
Highly satisfied
Satisfies
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Highly dissatisfied

Respondents
9
63
43
27
8
150

Percentage %
6
42
29
18
5
100

From the table show that the most of the positive respondents are satisfied in retailers. 42%
fully satisfied customers.
CUSTOMER LOYALTY TOWARDS RETAILERS
S. No
Customer Loyalty
Respondents
Percentage %
1
Yes
132
88
2
No
18
12
Total
150
100
From the above table shows that most of the positive respondents are loyalty customers in
retailers this 88% people are customer loyalty toward in retailers.

FINDINGS
 It is found that the analysis that majority of the respondent are source of
awareness of the store in advertisement 40%
 It is found that the analysis that majority of the respondent are said in satisfy
the product return and exchange in 64 %
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 It is found that the analysis that majority of the respondent are said in satisfy
in information and new innovative products in 41%
 It is found that the analysis that majority of the respondent are said satisfy the
payment options in all stores in 42%
 It is found that the analysis that majority of the respondent are said in satisfy
the new technology in 52%
 It is found that the analysis that majority of the respondent are loyalty
customers in retailers in 88%.

CONCLUSION
CRM is a powerful concept for the success of any industry. It paves the way to maintain an
optimistic relationship with customers to increase the business profitability . the strategies
employed CRM is aimed at mutual benefit to the customers and industries.
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